
Practical Exercise 

Rockslide Run-out Calculation with 

UDEC 



 

Checkerboard Creek Rockslide – cross-section of slope 



                 

 

Slope geometry – shears and conjugate joint structure 

 



Properties 

Granodiorite rock 

      density                                  2500 kg/m3 

 

Granodiorite (Voronoi joints) 

      normal and shear stiffness   1.0 GPa/m 

              friction angle                        28o 

      cohesion                                100,000 Pa 

              tensile strength                    100 Pa 

Shears and joints 

     normal and shear stiffness   1.0 GPa/m 

     friction angle                         15o 

 

 



Modeling Procedure 

 

Step 1 Create the block geometry for the slope.  Add the conjugate joint  

                structure. Fill the intact blocks with Voronoi jointing to simulate block  

                breakage. 
  

Step 2     Assign properties for the rock and joint structure. 

   

Step 3    Set the gravitational loading, boundary conditions, and global settings. 

  

Step 4    Calculate the initial stress state assuming the slope is stable. 

  

Step 5     Calculate the rock slide. 

 



                                                            

 

                                       

 

 Project Setup -  In [Model Options] dialog select [Cell space detection] contact logic, with a cell space of 300 cells by 200 cells.  Assign a  title and 

project file name. 



 

Step 1-1   Press the [Build]/[Block] tool and set outer boundaries of the model at -350 < x < 485, 425 < y < 725 in the New Block dialog.  The round 

length is set to 0.1 and minimum edge length to 0.2, in order to minimize a contact overlap error. 



 

Step 1-2   When [Execute] is pressed in the [Build]/[Block\ tool, a rectangular block model is created. 



  

Step 1-3     Press [Utility]/[Call] and select the file surface_table.dat.    Press [Open] to call this file into UDEC. 



 

Step 1-4    In the [Build]/[Joints] tool, select [Table] Shapes, and then press [Generate shape] to create the command CRACK table 1.   Press 

[Execute] to send this command to UDEC. 



 

Step 1-5   Use the [Alter]/[Delete&Add] tool to delete a block and create the slope surface.  Select [single] range and click on the upper block to 

delete it.  Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC.  



 

Step 1-6   Select the [Utility]/[Call] tool and open the file shear_tables.dat.   



 

Step 1-7    Enter the [Build]/[Joints] tool, and click on [Table] Shapes.  Select tables 160, 161, 162, 163 and 173.  Press [Generate shape] after each 

table number selection.  This will generate CRACK table commands. Press [Execute] to send the commands to UDEC. 



 

Step 1-8   Note that five shear joints are created. 



 

Step 1-9    Return to [Build]/[Joints] tool, and press [Apply jdelete].   



 

Step 1-10   The UDEC model now has partial cracks deleted. 



 

Step 1-11   Enter the [Alter]/[Hide&Show] tool, select [Single] range, and click on the base block. This creates a HIDE command.  Press [Execute] to 

send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 1-12   Enter [Build]/[Joints] tool and add two joint sets. Select [Joint-Continuous] and press [Input shape].  One set has a joint angle of 75o and 

spacing of 5o, and the other set has a joint angle of 105o  and spacing of 5o.  Press [OK] and then set the contact id to 100 for both sets.   Press 

[Generate shape] to create the JSET commands, then press [Apply JDelete] to delete partial cracks.  Press [Execute] to send the commands to 

UDEC. 



 

Step 1-13   View the resulting model with shear joints 



 

Step 1-14    Enter the [Build]/[Voronoi] tool.  Set [Edge] = 2.5, [Iterations] = 20, [Round] = 0.1, and the contact id = 102.  Press [Set all] to create the 

VORONOI command.  Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 1-15    Enter [Alter]/[Hide&show] tool and press [Show all].  Press [Execute] and return to the model view to see the complete model. 



 

Step 1-16    Save the model state as rockslide1.sav. 



 

Step 2-1    Enter the [Material]/[BlockMat] tool.  Click on [Edit] and assign the name Granodiorite and density = 2500 kg/m3.  Press [OK} and then 

press [Set all] to assign the density to all blocks.  Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 2-2     Enter the [Material]/[JointMat] tool.  Click on [Edit] and assign the name  Granodiorite, with joint normal and shear stiffnesses = 1e9, 

joint friction = 28o , joint cohesion = 1e5 and joint tension = 100. .  Press [OK} and then press [Set all] to assign the Granodiorite joint properties to 

all joints.   Press[Execute] to send the Granodiorite joint property commands to UDEC. 



 

Step 2-3   Click on [Edit] and assign the name  joints and shears, with joint normal and shear stiffness = 1e9, joint friction = 15o 



 

Step 2-4     Press [OK} and check [Filter by contact id] = 100.  Press [Set all] to assign the joints and shears properties to all joints with ID 100.  Be 

sure [New contact default] is set to joints and shears.  Press [Execute] to send the joints and shears property commands to UDEC. 



   

Step 2-5     Save the model state as rockslide2.sav. 



 

Step 3-1   The range in block size is checked using the [Utility]/[Info] tool.  Select [Info]/[Max] and press [Output].  Very small blocks are shown to 

exist.  Blocks smaller than 0.2 m 2 are chosen for deletion to speed the calculation.  Press [Exit] to return to UDEC model view.  



 

Step 3-2   Enter [Alter]/[Delete&Add] and press [Delete small].  Enter 0.2 in the dialog.  Press [OK] and then [Execute] to send the command to 

UDEC. 



 

Step 3-3   Enter the [In Situ]/[Fix] tool, select [single] range and click on the base block to fix it.  Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC.  



 

Step 3-4    Select the [Settings]/[Gravity] tool and assign the gravitational loading.   Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 3-5    Select the [Settings]/[Damp] tool and check [Auto] damping.  Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 3-6   Select the [Settings]/[Mech] tool and set the [Contact overlap tolerance] to 1000.0.  This will prevent the run from stopping prematurely 

as blocks are moving.    Press [Execute] to send the command to UDEC. 



 

Step 3-7     Save the model state as rockslide3.sav. 



 

Step 4-1   Select the [Run]/[Solve] tool and check [Solve initial equilibrium as elastic model  (only)].  Press [Execute].  This will calculate an initial 

stress state assuming elastic conditions. 



 

Step 4-2    When the run stops, save this state as rockslide4.sav.  Check that equilibrium is reached using the [Plot]/[Quick] tool and selecting [Hist 

unbal].    



 

Step 5-1    Begin the calculation to evaluate the rock slide.   Select the [Run]/[Cycle] tool.  [Cycle] is checked and 10000 cycles are entered.  Press 

[Execute] to begin the calculation. 



 

Step 5-2   When the calculation stops, save the state as rockslide5.sav.  The initiation of the rock slide is evident. 



 

 

Step 5-3   The calculation is continued using the [Run]/[Cycle] tool.  [Automatic] is checked in the Model cycling dialog.  The plot is then refreshed 

as the calculation progresses. 



 

Step 5-4   The progressive failure and sliding of blocks can be observed throughout the run. 

 



 

Step 5-5    The block plot shows the extension of rockslide run-out after 100,000 cycles. 


